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Flying the Chair
As I prepare this column it is a Sunday

afternoon in mid-October, and I am five days
into a two month long assignment in Denver.
This is an assignment that was supposed to
have occurred in July, but didn't happen until
last week. I had been all set to bring my motor-
cycle out here in the Summer, hoping to enjoy
the wonderful roads in the Rocky Mountains
on my weekends off, but, having just seen the
first snows of the season begin to cover the
peaks of the Front Range, I don't think that is
going to happen this year.

I'm hoping that this issue of the SIDE-
CARIST was easier to assemble for Bob
Anderson, our editor. For our previous issue,
Bob was very hard pressed for enough infor-
mation to assemble the type of magazine you
desire. As you read in my column in the last
issue, which was also too short, we depend on
you, our readers and members of the USCA,
for the content of the magazine. Like any other
newsletter for an enthusiast organization, we
too depend on input from our enthusiasts to
pass on information of mutual interest to our
other members.

Some of you are expert sidecar campers.
How about telling the rest of us some of your
secret tips? Many of you know more informa-
tion about mounting and properly setting up a
sidecar to a motorcycle than the rest of us will
ever learn. How about starting a technical
column so other members can ask questions
and get answers? The technical issues extend
to motorcycle tires versus car tires and wheels,
leading link front suspensions versus heavier
fork springs and fork braces, ballast versus no
ballast, and the list goes on and on.

At least one of you is very interested in
the legislation affecting us as motorcyclists
and I know that many of you out there might
be interested in those types of issues. Without
continuing to beat this issue to death, let me
just say it is not as hard as you think to write a
short article for your SIDECARIST. Your
magazine editor assures me that if you can get
the article to him he can correct grammar,

spelling, or any of the other excuses you might
have for not sending us an article. Bob tells me
he will take it hand written, typed or printed
out and he will do the rest. Just include your
name, address and phone number so Bob can
call you if he can't read your hand writing.

For another issue, if you remember, just
over a year ago I became the President of the
USCA and in my initial column I voiced
concern that we were neglecting incorporating
trikes into our three wheel community and that
many of the folks going to trikes might have
been or still might be sidecarists. Part of the
reason for their choice in transportation styles
is the fact than many of the trike manufactur-
ers/conversion companies are selling people
trikes and saying that they require no special
driving skills as do sidecars. In most cases, we
were unable to make many good arguments
concerning their logic. Unless you were some
of the lucky few who lived near northern
Illinois, where you could take the Sidecar
Safety Program on loaner rigs, or perhaps
knew someone with a sidecar who would lend
you their rig, or maybe attended one of the few
national rallies where a sidecar manufacturer
was willing to give demonstration rides, you
would not have known, one way or the other if
the argument was valid. Well folks, as they
used to say, "We have good news on the home
front".

The Director of the Motorcycle Safety
League of Virginia, which is our state govern-
ing body for motorcycle related safety issues,
has now given me assurance that effective
October 1999, we will have a minimum of four
demonstrator rigs, a mobile carrier/classroom
trailer, a truck to pull the trailer and an operat-
ing budget for the next five years, effectively
giving us true state-wide capability for safety
training. Upon receipt of the equipment and
after a SSP Instructor Course next year, we
will have at least 20 classes per year in Vir-
ginia. The first state sponsored SSP was taught
two weeks ago by one of our newly certified
SSP instructors, Cundiff Simmons, and was
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Flying the Chair..
noted by the Virginia State Governor. We owe
Cundiff a public thanks for helping move our
program so far since June. Thanks Cundiff.

The reason all of us as sidecarists should
be happy about this event is that for the first
time as far as I know, we will be able to take
sidecars to potential sidecarists all over the
state. I truly believe when a person interested
in sidecars can spend some money to take a
well-taught course on someone else's rig and
find out how much fun this aspect of the
motorcycling sport is, that the transition to
becoming a sidecarist is that much easier.

We will keep you informed of our
progress as we go. David Hough, your SSP
President and I, will be busy over the Winter,
modifying our new training curriculum to
more closely resemble MSF standard training
material.

My real desire for what we are doing in
Virginia, is to fully document our efforts and
then replicate what we are doing, nation-wide.
In support of that effort, the USCA will be
requesting a presentation in General Session at
the next State Motorcycle Safety Administra-
tors meeting in Wisconsin, to ask the question
of other states, "What are You doing for Safety
Training for Sidecars and Trikes?" When we
have state sponsored programs all over the
United States, we will have new sidecarists in
substantial numbers. New sidecarists mean
new members and that means more demand for
sidecars and sidecar related products, and soon
the whole sidecar world benefits.

I still need someone to step forward to
host the Year 2000 National Sidecar Rally.
Anyone interested? Pennsylvania? Wisconsin?
If we have a group or a club out there that
might be interested, please contact me. We
need to begin planning as soon as possible. We
have seed money to help get you started and a
lot of people with experience hosting previous
rallies who can help with lessons learned.

If we have people who might be willing to
augment the Georgia Sidecar Folks with their

1999 national Rally, would you please contact
Bill Radtke at (770)979-2589. Any club can
always use additional help to make a rally
successful. Bill has told me that he can put
people on different committees concerning
areas in which they have interest, such as
registration, games, communications, etc.

I'm also still looking for someone who
might be able to spend two to four hours a
week filling orders for USCA manuals, patches
and pins. I have been performing this function
since January, but my job, as noted in this
column, sometimes has me gone for several
weeks at a time and during that period, orders
sit around unfilled. This isn't good for me
because I have to play "catch up" when I
return, and not good for our customers because
they have already paid for the orders by the
time I get the paperwork for fill. So, if you
have a few hours, we pay all the postage,
mailing, supplies, and anything else you might
need to do the job. Someone taking this func-
tion off my hands would give me more time to
concentrate on national issues regarding your
club.

I think that is enough for now. I need to
wrap this up and get it in the mail. I hope your
Holidays are good ones. Drive safely. See you
on the roads...
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Lean-out
November 3-4, 1998, were nice, shirt-sleeve-

warm days in southern California, while I had made a
trip south to pick up more SIDECARIST material and
supplies, to bring up to the new SIDECARIST editorial
office, in Oregon.

Another aspect of the trip south, was the need to
also dispose of a couple of motorcycles in the "fleet".

First to get dusted off a bit was my old 1979
SP370 Suzuki. Golly, but a lot of memories came back
about people, places and trips associated with the 19
years I had owned that one bike. Yes, 19 years... the
longest I have ever owned one motorcycle out of the 46
that I admit to having owned.

Back in 1978, Steve Kimball and I rode to the
end of the road in Alaska, and back, on a SP370 and a
KL250 Kawasaki, both new entries (then) for each
company into producing four-stroke dual-purpose
bikes, in the transition from two-strokes. Steve rode the
370 and I rode the 250, but it fell to me to break in both
bikes prior to leaving on the trip.

I was impressed enough with the 370 that I came
home and began looking for a used one, finally locat-
ing one in November of 1979, with less than 1,000
miles on it.

That SP370 mainly took me on local trips to the
desert to explore jeep trails, although it did go on some
trips, including one to Idaho. It wasn't fast, but it would
plug away all day at 60 miles per hour, did OK in the
dirt for me and never failed to give me an enjoyable
ride, for over 33,000 miles. I termed it an "honest"
motorcycle... it had kick-start only, screw-and-
locknut adjuster valves, a magneto ignition that didn't
care if it had a good battery or not, and skinny single-
leading-shoe brakes that while lo-tech, worked just fine
(and it still had the original shoes in it with good
lining).

The SP370 left its "home" on November 3rd, and
then the next project became removing the Watsonian
Monza sidecar from the 1983 CB650 Nighthawk
Honda. That's the rig that had come home a year
before, in the back of a rental truck after blowing a CDI
unit 450 miles from home. I'd put out the money for a
new CDI "black box" nearly a year before, had test run

the bike in the garage, but this would be the first time it
would be out of the garage in a year.

In the 45,000 miles on the 650, the hack had only
been off briefly once before, and I swear it came off
easier back then, than it did this time. But in any event,
the Monza was eventually moved over to the far side
of the garage and the 650 went into the back yard.

Next day, it was a process of removing the extra
wiring from the 650, that had hooked up to the extra
lights and fuel pump in the hack, plus removing the
fuel line "T" connector and hoses/disconnects.

I had a new battery on the shelf, took it over to the
shop and had them fill it with acid, then brought it
home and put it on the charger, while I did a few other
things to the bike like removing the extra electrical
switches on the handlebars, airing up the tires, and
reinstalling the seat.

In the process of all this, I noted the broken frame
above the rear sidecar mounts and sub-frame assembly.
Hmmm. So that's where that squeaking sound had
come from. No telling how long it had been that way.

In the interest of safety and conscience, I couldn't
let the fellow who was going to get the bike, ride it
without riding it myself to make sure he would get it
home OK. So, the new battery went in, I added a fresh
gallon of gas, fired the old bike up and took it for a
final 15 mile ride on the freeway.

The 650 had worked hard for most of its life,
hauling the hack with either passengers or a load of
camping gear and food, but the tough little engine still
ran great. Broken frame or not, the bike still felt good,
although later when the guy came over to pick it up, I
admonished him to ride it easy, avoid bumps and get
that frame sleeved and welded up as soon as he could.

Two days and two bikes gone and with them, the
better part of 80,000 miles of riding. A lot of open
roads everywhere between southern California, Texas,
Minnesota, and the Northwest.

Two that I won't forget.
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Letters
Dear Sidecarist:

If you would like to assist a fellow sidecar
enthusiast, please read on. Constatino Frontalini,
the owner and manager of the International
Sidecar Museum in Cingoli, Italy, and a member
of the Italian Club of Historical Vehicles, has
been researching sidecar history the past 25 years.
The Museum currently shows over 100 exhibits
divided into the following categories: Touring,
Working, Racing, Military, and "BONSIA" which
are miniatures, models, child's riding toys, and so
forth. Included in their collection is the longest (a
1932 Bohmerland), the widest (a 1925 Indian
Chief), the smallest (a 1946 Excelsior Corgi), and
the biggest (a BMW R75 with three trailers).

He is concluding his writings on two major
topics, and perhaps you have some specific
information you may wish to share with him, and
through him to the entire sidecarring community.
He has contacted us for our support as he wants to
present the material from the perspective of every
community that featured sidecars as part of its
history. In the US, for example, the sidecar was a
major form of transport from 1910 until the
advent of the Ford T. And in Australia, the sidecar
outfit was extremely robust during the Aussie's
formative years.

The specific topics of interest include copies
of any pamphlets, photos, magazines on sidecars.
Mr. Frontalini would pay for the costs and ex-
penses of any material. However, please do not
send material unsolicited. Tell him what you
have, and the associated costs if any. He will
advise to send or otherwise. This is necessary to
prevent unnecessary duplication. Also advise if
the material is cleared for copyright, or whether
that issue is to be addressed.

Mr. Frontalini is also developing another
interesting aspect of sidecarring featuring its
presentation on the silver screen. Over the years
sidecars have had a small but important part in
many movies and even some commercials. If you
have any stills or posters that depict sidecars in a
movie or movie short, or have knowledge of
where a sidecar was used in a specific movie,

please give as much information as possible,
such as title, about when produced, by whom,
and the major stars. He will research it further.

Independent from this request, if we have
the need for specific knowledge on any topic
about sidecars or sidecarring, they will be
delighted to help us if they can. Certainly, credit
will be given in their books for any assistance
you are able to give them.

You may write directly to Mr. Frontalini at
the International Sidecar Museum, 13, v.
Valcarecce, 1-62011, CINGOLI (MC), Italy, or
contact Hal Kendall and I will collate and
forward your material. My internet address is:
hal-kendall@worldnet.att.net. Mr. Frontalini
does not yet have a net address but will shortly.

Hal Kendall, USCA Co-founder and Past
President, 711 Plainwood Drive. Houston, TX
77079
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Rally
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Rally..
Y'all Come.

Mr. Eddie George 1999 National Rally host welcomes everyone to the 1999 United Sidecar
Association's 21 st National Rally, The Rally will be held at the Bald Mountain Campground,

in rural Hiawassee, Georgia which is located in the foothills of the Smoker' Mountains.

Your thirty dollar fee includes on-site vendors, selling all manor of motorcycle paraphernalia,
field events will be held on Saturday for both solo bikes and sidecar rigs. Our local motorcycle
dealers have been very generous with the door prizes, which we will draw all weekend with the

"Grand Prize" drawn at he awards ceremony.

There will be self-guided as well as guided tour's through the beautiful mountain's of North
Georgia and North Carolina, take your choice of which one pleases you.

Friday night there will be a Wiener roast with chili and potato chips, ice tea and coffee. Soft
drinks will be made available for a small fee.

Saturday night we will have dinner served on-site, a meal second to none, followed by the
awards ceremony, followed by the Saturday night entertainment for those who are not too tired
from the rally events. Rally pins will be included for the first 400 who register, so register early.

The rally committee decided not to include camping with the rally fee, so those of you who stay
in motels are not paying for the camping you are not using! The rally committee has a block of

rooms reserved at reduced rates at three of the listed motels. If you want to find out where
these rooms are, please contact one of the three listed contact persons.

Camping is $5 dollars per person per night. So a family of four would be twenty dollars per
night. This is easily on a par with most KOA campgrounds, and less than many other

campgrounds across the country. For those of you not camping there is a one time $6 dollar per
person campground fee.

So what do you get for your money when camping anyway? The campground is in the cool
North Georgia Mountains with most of the campsites flat and level and shaded for most of the
day. In the main camping areas 70 to 75 percent of the campsites are shaded most of the day,

and 30 to 35 percent are in full shade all day in the trees. There is a babbling stream
surrounding the camping areas, and on the tent site most have water and electricity.

RV full hookups are available at no additional charge. They are in full sun, next to vendor row.
The campground has an on-site fishing lake, with paddle boats for rent, at a reasonable rate.

There is a children's playground, snackbar, and game room, all in one convenient area. The
snackbar and game room are being remodeled for the season, to be completely new.

For those persons among us who may be physically challenged, in addition to the three on site
permanent bathrooms' facilities, we will be bringing in five additional ports johns. Two of

these will be wheelchair accessible, they will be in the two main camping areas. One of the on
site showers / bathroom facility is also wheelchair accessible.

We anticipate having lots of friends, good food, vendors, events, kicking tires and telling lies,
and just good fellowship at our rally.

So y' all come and enjoy.
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Industrial News

An interview appeared in MOTORRAD-
GESPANNE No. 47, September-October, 1998,
with Heiner Heidenwag... which was later
translated into English by an unknown, and
printed in a recent issue of the Federation of
Sidecar Clubs OUTLOOK, a copy of which was
forwarded to USCA by Hal Kendall. Basic
published information is as follows:

BMW carried out a design study, revealed at
the IAA Show "last Autumn", the concept being
that of designer David Robb, which was then
taken to BMW management, which was im-
pressed enough to give the go ahead for limited
production.

Heidenwag and Krautter of Schondorf in
Germany, are producing the outfit, which will
only be available with the 1200-C Cruiser, and

BMW TO BUILD FIRST COMBO IN 40 YEARS

only sold as an outfit due to current German
laws. There will be no option to disconnect the
outfit to ride solo.

One variation from the original study
version is a change to a 140/90 tire on the sidecar
as compared to the 160 item in the study.

Brakes are hooked up so that the handlebar
lever actuates the sidecar disc in addition to one
front disc. At press time the only supplier will be
Heidenwag & Krautter, however, the outfit may
be available through selected BMW dealers in
the future.

Warranty is a year on specific sidecar parts
and a half year on BMW original parts. Further
information is that the 1200-C retains the origi-
nal tires. Expected deliveries begin early in 1999,
price about $25,000 US, 10-20 units/year.
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Rally
20th USCA NATIONAL RALLY SAVANNAH, MISSOURI

By Spencer Bennett
This year s National Sidecar Rally was held at

Old MacDonald's Farm in Savannah, Missouri, July
23-26, 1998. The hosts were the "V-Twin Gang" and
they did an excellent job of pre-rally publicity and
organizing as well as running a good rally with a
minimum of support from the campground staff, or the
USCA staff for that matter.

The campground at Old MacDonald's Farm is
spread out along a dirt road through the hills and was
very well shaded, although a bit dusty until the rains
came in on Saturday to settle things a bit. The weather
was cooperative on Thursday and Friday but got wet
on Saturday and stayed wet through Sunday.

The story, as is always the case, was in the
equipment to be seen, the people to be met (or re-met),
and the planned activities to participate in. All of these
were there in abundance, with the equipment being
some of the most unusual seen recently, all of the usual
rally personalities present, and those activities that I
participated in well run, although sometimes a little
late to launch.

The membership general meeting on Satur-
day night, introduced all of the United Sidecar
Association Officers, Directors and personnel, to
the attendees, and allowed us to put faces with
the names we see on the magazine cover sheet
each month. This also gave each Regional
Director an opportunity to tell what was going on
in their region. This was followed by the awards
and door prizes, which were done well and
reasonably quickly.

Overall, "The National" lived up to it's role
of providing a forum for sidecarists to gather and
exchange ideas and information on their equip-
ment and the operation of the Association.

The Rally next year is scheduled for the
north Georgia mountain area (Dahlonega) and
will be a treat for those who like to wring out
their rigs on the curves. It will have its work cut
out to beat this year's production -- but the
Georgia Sidecar Club has done well before!
Hope to see you there.

An excellent
example of

transferring
weight to center
the mass of the

bike and improve
handling. This
Honda has the

engine moved to
the right about 10
inches -- with the

chain moved to the
other side of the

wheel and all
controls modified
to look "stock".

Seen at
registration at

USCA National.
Photo: Spencer

Bennett.
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Rally..
20th USCA NATIONAL RALLY SAVANNAH, MISSOURI..

Harry Walters, President of
Keystone Sidecar Club;

Sidecar games;

Dorothy Somers, USCA AMA
liaison;

Mike Svesko with his Hard
Luck Story award.

Photos: Ed Johnson.

Joyce Cain, Jim Cain, USCA
President and Ed Bettinger,
USCA SSP Vice President;
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By Norbert Monohan and Lisa Welch
This seemed to be a good year to attend the

National Rally as the celebration of 20 years is a
significant milestone for any organization. The last rally
attended was in 1991, at Thorntown, Indiana. My bride
of 38 years was unable to ride along, so our oldest
daughter rode along as navigator, tour guide, and route
historian. Riding with us was Warren Ryan, also a
member of the Nevada Wandering Wheels. This was
to be a mini-vacation along with attending the rally.

Following is a journal of events written by our
daughter.

WHEN WE TRAVEL.. WE DON'T DO
BORING.

Hi! My name is Lisa Welch. I am the daughter of
Linda and Norbert Monohan. While Mom held down
the fort in Fish Springs, Dad and I loaded the sidecar
and motorcycle camp trailer and headed for the USCA
National Sidecar Rally in Savannah, Missouri. Our
touring companion was Warren Ryan of Genoa,
Nevada, who rode a 920cc Yamaha solo bike.
Day 1:

Our first day on the road provided some interest-
ing sights. East of Fallon, Nevada, there were rocks by
the side of the highway spelling out messages like
"GW + LW". Then at Sand Mountain, there was a sign
that said "loneliest telephone". East of Austin, there
was a big tree full of tennis shoes. Wonder what kind of
seeds were planted there?! We followed the "Loneliest
Highway in America" through thunder and lightning
and rain in Ely, to Delta, Utah, for our first night
camping.
Day 2:

We drove through Fishlake Canyon where we
saw lots and lots of dead deer on the side of the road.
Green River, Utah, is the watermelon capitol of the
world. (Did Tracy Byrd write Watermelon Crawl after
visiting this town?) We had to stop for a couple of
hours in grand Junction, Colorado, the 116 degree heat

was taking its toll. Our second night stay was at a
campground in New Castle. It was wonderful, with a
trout-filled creek running through it and lots of beauti-
ful pine trees to help cool us off.
Day 3:

We followed the Eagle River where east of
Steamboat Springs, the canyon walls turned
vibrant red!

Edwards and Vail, looked exciting with all the ski
trails carved between the tall trees. The tunnels in
Colorado are spectacular. Eisenhower Tunnel sits at
11,158 feet elevation and is s0000 long. I "woowooed"
and Dad and Warren honked. As we exited the tunnel,
loud crackling thunder and flashing lightning startled
us. And then the rain came down again. We ended up
in Goodland, Kansas, for the night The mosquitoes
were so heavy that, even with repellent, I was eaten
alive. So we retired early.
Day 4:

We awoke to a very overcast sky. Ominous
enough to get out the rain gear, just in case. On our
drive through Kansas, we saw lots of big bucks,
ringneck pheasant and rabbits nibbling on the bountiful
farm crops. That even we arrived in Savannah, Mis-
souri, just north of St. Joseph. 01' McDonalds Farm
was the host campground for this four-day event.
When the fireflies came out that night, Warren was
awe-struck. he had never seen fireflies before. We
picked out a beautiful grassy campsite close to the pool
and a pond with ducks and geese and BIG frogs in it.
They serenaded us to sleep each night.
Day 5:

Two B2 Stealth Bombers flew right over us while
we ate our breakfast omelets. Then we participated in
the "Monkey Mountain Run", which the rally hosted.
We rode through the Monkey Mountains, which are
just rolling hills by our standards, to the Squaw Creek
Wildlife Refuge. In the Fall, they have up to 300 Bald
Eagles at this park. Now my Mom will want to visit in

Rally
20th USCA NATIONAL RALLY

Reprinted from the SIERRA PACIFIC SIDECARISTS,
September, 1998, newsletter.
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the Fall! Dad won the prize that night for having the
closest birthday to St. Jo's Day and the start of the Pony
Express. More T-shirts! Way to go Dad! We went out
country dancing the next three nights in a row. When
the ladies at the long table next to us found out my date
was my father, they all stood in line to dance with him!
Day 6:

We did tourist things in St. Jo, Missouri, and
particularly enjoyed the Pony Express Museum and a
poker run through some wonderful parks. That night,
after dancing, there was a lot of excitement in our
camp. A big furry raccoon tore an 18-inch rip in the
side of Warren's tent. Grabbed his duffel bag and stole
the unopened bag of cookies out of it. Warren got out
of the tent in time to watch it eat all his chocolate chip
cookies!
Day 7:

I had never driven a street sidecar before (al-
though I used to race off-road sidehacks), so my Dad
gave me a quick driving lesson around the camp. Since
I didn't crash into anything, I went ahead and entered
the field events. What a blast! I finished third in the
"Blindfolded straight line Driving" event and Dad and I
got second in the "Ping pong ball" event. Then we took
first place in the "Water in the tin pan" event! My Dad
got pretty wet during that ride! At the Awards Dinner
that evening we got the mileage trophy for driving a
sidecar the longest distance to the rally with 1,714
miles.
Day 8:

We awoke at 4:30a.m. to the sound of thunder
coming our way. We decided to load up and head out
early towards Nebraska, hoping the rain would stay in
Missouri. We followed the Oregon Trail and hit off and
on stormy weather 'til we arrived in Gothenburg,
Nebraska. The KOA had a cute little cabin for us and a
clothes dryer. The low rumble of trains in the distance
lulled us to sleep like Whale Song.
Day 9:

Next morning there was beautiful sunshine
bouncing off the golden corn fields and lots of deer out
grazing. I loved Nebraska. In North Platte, many of the

Rally..
20th USCA NATIONAL..

stores had signs that said, "Sunday Beer". When we
stopped for gas I asked the clerk what the sign meant.
She said prior to last March, stores could not sell beer
on Sundays. Government thought citizens should have
a day of rest. Now the law has changed and stores
advertise if they will sell their beer on a Sunday. It was
another Kodak moment when we got to Chimney
Rock and Scotts Bluff National Monument. Beautiful!
We stopped again in Fort Laramie, and reflected on
more history...
Day 10:

Had to dodge the many cottontails driving out of
the KOA campground in Douglas.

Stopped in Casper to tour Lou Talbert Outfitters --
nine floors of great Western clothes, saddles, etc. We
left the Oregon trail and headed for the Grand Tetons.
We stopped for ice cream cones in Dubois, Wyoming,
and a big thunderstorm chased us out of town. Then the
sky turned blue again with just a few water dogs
hanging low in a forested canyon. We finished the day's
ride in Idaho, where I saw an eight-point buck by the
Palisades Reservoir. We had a wonderful dinner at the
Saddlesore Saloon (appropriately named, since we put
on so many miles that day!), and got a cabin for the
night.
Day 11:

Sure glad we slept in a cabin instead of a tent as it
rained hard most of the night. But the motorcycles were
sparkling clean! As we rode past Blackfoot, Idaho, I
thought of Garth Brooks' song, "Thunder Rain". he
must have visited here during one of the giant thunder-
storms like we experienced. We followed the dramatic
Snake River to Twin Falls, where we stayed in another
cabin, "just in case".
Day 12:

We got up early so we could see the Perrine
Bridge, Dierkes Lake and Shoshone Falls. Spectacular!
I wish I had bought stock in Kodak! We arrived home
very weary that night, after driving 3,963 miles in 12
fun-filled and exciting days. It was truly a trip of a
lifetime for me, especially being with my Dad.
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Photos, clockwise from above:

 1. Awards presentation with
Rally Host Joyce Canfield
(right) and Beth Matson,

USCA Treasurer, who was in
charge of games;

2. Children watching a magic
show by "The Great

Ricardo";
3. Father officiating at table

for children's games;
4. The chow line;

5. Al Schultz, USCA Rep.
from Wisconsin (left) and

Trevor from England;

Photos: Ed Johnson.
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Opposite page and below,
Mike Dale examines a
Honda/EML rig whose
owner obviously believes in
wind protection for the
passenger and lighting for
the sidecar. Photo: Spencer
Bennett.

Ping Pong Balls, 1st
place, Craig

Pohlman and Rich
Goodwin, 2nd place

tie, Norbert
Monohan and Lisa
Welch and Rob and

Andrea Wentzel,
3rd place, Daryl

and Luke Hinton.

Photos: Ed Johnson.

Longest Trip
Roundabout, Daney
Bruno. Longest Trip

Direct, Norbert
honohan. Most

Rallies Attended,
Steve Clark. Most

Rallies Attended Per
Age, Beck Greene.

Straight Line
Blindfold, 3rd

place, Lisa Welch,
2nd place, Bob

Whyte, 1st place
Loretta Greene.
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Mike Dale examines a Honda/EML rig whose owner obviously believes in wind protection for
the passenger and lighting for the sidecar. Photo: Spencer Bennett.
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Friendliest Pet,
Lady- Andy

Svesko.
Friendliest Child,
Bryan Richard.

Worst looking Rig,
Dale Cochran.

Best Looking Rig,
Mike Svesko.

Photos: Ed Johnson.

Blindfolded Driver, 3rd
place, Gary and Loretta

Greene.
2nd place, Rich

Goodwin and Craig
Pohlman.

1st place, Debbie and
Rob Wentzel.

Oldest Passenger,
Margaret Rathke.

Youngest Passenger,
Beck Greene.

Most Passengers, Fred
Hunteman with

passengers Molly,
Amy, Laurie.
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Oldest Male on
Solo Bike, Bud

Miedena.
Oldest/Youngest
Females on Solo

Bike, Diane
White and

Karen Bovard.
Youngest Male
on Solo Bike,
Rob Wentzel.

Photos: Ed Johnson.

Field Events.

Oldest Male
Sidecarist, John

McCord.
Oldest Female

Sidecarist,
Geneva Davis.
Youngest Male
Sidecarist, Bill

McCune.
Youngest Female

Sidecarist,
Loretta Greene.
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By. Ed Johnson

We begin by thanking Joyce and Ron Canfield
for hosting a very successful National Sidecar Rally in
1998. However, let us not forget to thank Don and
Alma Nolan for their fine efforts in organizing and
presenting the 1997 event. Naming others, but prob-
ably forgetting some, Al Schultz, Dan Doyle, Terry and
Becky Strassenburg, Doug Bingham, 011ie Shanks,
Larry Shelton, Greg TenBrook, Bill Espe, Jim and
Donna Fousek, Rob and Debbie Wentzel, Beth and
Roger Matson and the late Larry Lehr. Our hosts for
our next rally in 1999 will be Eddie George and Bill
Radtke.
Executive Meeting

In attendance were; Jim Cain, Jr., President Jim
McManus, Vice President Beth Matson, Treasurer
Steve Clark, Director, Spencer Bennett, Director
Dorothy Somers, AMA Liaison Observing, Ed
Bettinger, Norbert Monahan, Lisa Welch, Warren
Ryan, Rodger Matson, Ed Johnson.

These are high points of the meeting, not the
official version, which is being prepared by Marilyn
McManus, secretary for the executive meeting.

Beth Matson passed out the treasurer's report to
all present. If anyone cares to see this in its entirety,
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to her and she
will send you a copy. Basically, we started the year with
a bank balance of $6,191.00. As of June 30th, the
balance was $7,253.00.

A discussion was
held on the value of
advertising. The question
was asked by Spencer
Bennett, why don't we
see advertising in the
BMWMOA publication
anymore? Ed Johnson
answered, that for the
money we were spend-
ing, and the tracking of
memberships gained, it
was a losing proposition.

Membership Update

The same applied to the AMA publication. Free
exchange ads as we have with HACK'D should be
pursued. An example is the Moto Guzzi National
Owners Club.

A donation of a computer is needed for the
membership secretary, Al Roach. The equipment used
was donated by Dr. Goldflies, many years ago. It must
have "windows" capability.

Spencer Bennett has volunteered to accept the
responsibility to head a legislative section of the
USCA. The need was pointed our for the SIDECAR-
IST to have a technical section. The name, Bob
Darden, was suggested.

Jim Cain pointed out that the federal definition, in
1976 (Joan Claybrook), defined a motorcycle as having
three wheels or less. The State of Virginia, recognizing
this, is going to include sidecar training in their MSF
program. They will allot money to buy sidecars for
training, to whit, MuZs.

To set-up, and have a Web Site for the USCA
would cost about $500.00 initially, and then $20.00 per
month to maintain.

Sidecar manufacturers and dealers should receive
USCA literature to pass on to their customers.

For a complete report send a stamped, self-
addressed envelope to Beth Matson.
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20th USCA NATIONAL, SSP..

By Ed Johnson
A Sidecar Safety Program was held in

conjunction with the USCA National Rally.
Course instructors were, Jim Cain, Vic Hari and
David Sasnick.

The following students earned certificates
of completion:

William L. McCune, Jr., Rochester, NH

Mildred V. Parker, Xenia, Ohio.

William D. Short, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Beth Matson, Jenks, Oklahoma.

Ed Bettinger, Lewis, Colorado.

Gene and Bonnie Pettit, Florissant, Missouri.

Ed Johnson, Manhattan, Illinois.

The two Eds and the Pettits are present
USCA instructors, but were updated to the new
curriculum designed by David Hough.
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INSTRUCTOR CORNER
By David L. Hough, USCA SSP Chief Instructor

SSP

Virginia Includes Sidecars
In the last issue, we noted that the state of

Virginia was seriously considering including
sidecar instruction in it's rider training program.
Jim and Joyce Cain (yes, the same Jim Cain who
is President of the USCA) have been teaching the
"old" SSP course since shortly after the May-
flower landed, so you may remember that we
noted the usual snail-like pace government
programs often follow, and suggested no one
should hold their breath waiting for the first state
in the Union to include sidecar training. Well, I'll
have to eat a little crow on that issue, because
Virginia has done it.

With the encouragement of Cundiff
Simmons and Jim Cain, the Virginia Rider
Training Program (VRTP) in the southeastern
part of the state has incorporated our SSP course
into their program. Cundiff taught the first
"official" sidecar course on October 18, 1998,
with VRTP officials anxiously looking on.
Apparently they were favorably impressed. Like
many states, Virginia contracts out it's training.
The Motorcycle Safety League of Virginia, Inc.
(MSLVI) not only administers training, but also
supplies instructors and training for local police
and some military installations. MSLVI President
Tom Holms is now bending over backwards to
get SSP courses meshed into the program.

One temporary problem in Virginia is the
lack of sidecar outfits for use in training. The
typical "loaner" motorcycles used in novice
training are 250cc, a bit too small for sidecar use.
The SSP will provide as much assistance as we
can to help the MSLVI select a suitable motor-
cycle and sidecar, and assemble some "standard"
training rigs. We will also be leaning on the
Sidecar Industry for some deals and possibly
engineering advice.

Since Virginia is the first state to attempt
integration of sidecar training into it's rider

training programs, we want the outfits to be as
user-friendly as possible, and not some cobbled-
together leftovers. Bear in mind that our curricu-
lum includes beginner training, just like Motor-
cycle Safety Foundation courses for two-wheeled
beginners. So this will be a unique opportunity
for people with no prior motorcycle experience
to discover how much fun sidecars are. We'll
leave it to your imagination what these novices
will do once they know how to drive a three
wheeler.
1999 Instructor Preparation Course

We are getting geared up for the Instructor
Prep in Madison, Wisconsin, June 17 through 20,
1999. We need to get the word out about this
course. We're especially interested in getting
current motorcycle safety instructors certified to
teach sidecar courses. We will be sending out
publicity releases to state programs and to indi-
viduals who have requested notification. But you
could really help by calling your local rider
training site and reminding them that a sidecar
instructor prep will be offered in "mid-America",
and that the Sidecar Safety Program is encourag-
ing training sites to incorporate sidecar training,
just as Virginia has done.

This "SIP" will be taught by sidecar Chief
Instructors in training. We will publish specific
information about this instructor course as the
SSP office receives it from the Chief candidates.
In the meanwhile, if you are interested in becom-
ing a sidecar instructor, notify David Hough at
(360) 452-0901 (pmdave@ten forward. Com), or
Jim Cain at (703) 590-1355 (jcain2@csc.com)
Chief Instructor Training

Who trains instructors? Chief Instructors.
As more state rider education sites realize it's
time to incorporate sidecar training, we will have
to provide more instructor prep courses. That
means we need more Chiefs. Let's be clear about
this: we need Chief Instructors who can find the
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time and energy to set up and deliver instructor
certification courses, sometimes halfway across
the country, and with very little financial support.
It's sort of a "pull yourself up by your bootstraps"
approach. Being a Chief isn't about being a big
wheel, it's being organized enough to accomplish
miracles with volunteers, and making a national
sidecar safety program happen.

The process for becoming a Chief is
straightforward. Take a Driving A Sidecar course,
pass a sidecar instructor course, teach a Driving
A Sidecar course, and then organize a sidecar
instructor prep. As of this writing we have three
Chief Instructor candidates, Jim Cain, Cundiff
Simmons, and Vic Had, all of whom successfully
passed the instructor prep course at Northern
Virginia Community College in June, 1998.

If you are interested in being a Sidecar
Chief Instructor, we're interested in discussing
your involvement. Send an e-mail to David
Hough. If you aren't computer literate or don't
have an email connection, consider that an
important part of the process.

Any current Chief Instructors will find that
it would be extremely difficult to present a
sidecar instructor prep without having gone
through the new curricula in detail, and the only
realistic way to do that is in an instructor prep.
As some instructors learned at the impromptu
"advanced" instructor update at the USCA
National in Missouri this summer, even the
Advanced Sidecar Driving course involves some
difficult classroom work. And Chiefs must be
prepared to teach instructors how to offer novice
training, too. All Chief Instructors are expected
to not only learn the new curricula, but also to
provide input to the Expanded Instructor Guide.
Our eventual goal is to have the entire instructor
prep course including illustrations available on a
CD.
MSF Coordination

In terms of motorcycle training across North
America, the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
(MSF) has been the "only game in town". Except
that the MSF hasn't dealt with 3-wheeler train-

ing, and hasn't gone out of it's way to point that
out to state programs who adopt materials devel-
oped by the MSF. The reason? Simple—the MSF
is funded by the major motorcycle manufacturers
or importers, and (with the exception of Harley
Davidson) none sell 3-wheeled motorcycles.
Remember, the industry got burned with the 3-
wheel ATV deal a few years ago.

Today, the MSF is not only updating motor-
cycle safety information, but is also getting into
the business of administering rider training
programs at the state level. That doesn't sound
like much of a change, but it's really quite a
tangent. As the MSF gets involved in state rider
ed. Programs, it will need to start answering
questions about 3-wheelers. So it's very timely
that the MSF make some critical decisions about
3-wheeled motorcycles.

Earlier this year, we sent the MSF our
Expanded Instructor Guide for review by the
MSF President and Board of Directors. As this is
being written, we still have no decision from the
MSF, but we'll turn up the heat incrementally. It
would be great if the MSF would either publish
some approval of the SSP sidecar curricula, or at
least give us some feedback on what it would
take to revise our programs to gain their "bless-
ing". The importance of getting some sort of
MSF approval of the SSP materials is that state
programs generally defer to the MSF on policies
about teaching methods, curricula, instructor
certification, etc.
VP Bettinger Resigns

Ed Bettinger, who had been the very proac-
tive Vice President of the Sidecar Safety Pro-
gram, resigned in October, stating personal
reasons. Ed's primary responsibilities had been
managing the student/instructor database, provid-
ing student numbers and completion cards, and
sending out the instructor newsletter. These are
thankless tasks, but very important to the con-
tinuation of the Sidecar Safety Program.

Unlike the Motorcycle Safety Foundation,
which receives funding from the major motor-
cycle manufacturers, the SSP has so far depended
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upon volunteers, but it's a stretch for those of us
in "retirement" to squander our person resources
as well as our time and energy. Ed intends to
retain his sidecar instructor certification, but
feels that in his retirement years he "probably
won't teach much". We'll miss Bettinger's "can
do" attitude.
Student Numbers, Cards, Reports

Vic Had has volunteered to take over the
student database for the near future. In the long
run, we could really use someone who likes to
focus on details, including keeping a computer
database up to date, tracking students, issuing
course completion cards to training sites, and
filing student records. If you really like doing
that sort of thing, and you can take on the job for
a period of years, we'd really like to talk to you.
Notify David Hough or Vic Hari. (815) 265-4547
(vichari© colint.com)
Grant Manager Needed

Lawrence Leland ("Larry") Lehr, who had
been an active sidecar enthusiast, President of the
Georgia Sidecarists, an SSP instructor, and
manager of the Motorcyclists With Disabilities
Project, passed away September 22, 1998. You
will probably read more about Larry elsewhere,
but for the Sidecar Safety Program, losing our
Manager of the Motorcyclists With Disabilities
Project is a real setback.

Larry had been studying the process of
writing applications for government and private
grants which might have been used for purposes
such as helping develop training curricula for
those with disabilities, building sidecar rigs for
training disabled persons, and perhaps even
helping finance or construct special outfits. This
is one area of motorcycling which has been
ignored for too long.

This project was initiated to see what could
be done to help people connect with motorcy-
cling. The most obvious way for those with
lower leg disabilities to ride motorcycles is with
sidecar rigs. It was our feeling that there are lots
of people who would like to continue motorcy-
cling following serious injuries, and others with

physical limitations who would love to ride a
motorcycle but don't realize that it would be
possible with a sidecar rig.

We believe that funding is available if we
can just find someone who is a "mover and
shaker" to work the problem. If you have re-
ceived pleasure from motorcycling and sidecars
for years, perhaps it's time to think about giving
something back to the sport. This could be your
life's most valuable work.

We're really looking for someone who has
grant-writing and political experience, but more
importantly, enough fortitude to take on this task,
and enough confidence to carry it through. If you
think you've got what it takes, call David Hough
and discuss what's involved. (360) 452-0901

Biker Politics
by David L. Hough

Given my choice of activities involving
motorcycles, I think I'd just gas up old Blackberry
Blue with the sidecar, and head out towards the
horizon.

The trouble is, I know too much. I know that
laws are getting passed limiting more and more
what we can do with our motorcycles, where we
can ride, whether we can wrench on our own bikes,
and so forth. I'd prefer not to know about that
depressing stuff, but I do know. And I suspect that
if motorcyclists don't take more action to defend
the sport, we could end up with a lot of sidecar
flower pots.
The AMA Will Save Us, Right?

While we know that the AMA spends a
modest portion of it's budget actively defending
motorcyclist's rights, we also know that the AMA
spends the lion's share of it's energies on competi-
tion.

And, even though the USCA is a member of
the AMA, very little attention gets paid to sidecars.
AMA Vice President of Government Relations
Robert Rasor explained it to me this way: "How
many sidecarists are there, anyway—maybe 1%?"
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In other words, the AMA doesn't have the

energy to look out for every little minority of
motorcyclists. They are barely able to keep track of
laws and rules for motorcycles. So is anyone else
looking out for the political interests of sidecarists?
The MRF

The Motorcycle Riders Foundation is focused
entirely on rights. I wasn't really aware of the MRF
until I had a discussion about motorcycle rights
organizations with a fellow BMW rider at the
BMWMOA national rally in Missoula.

As a result of that conversation, I was invited
to attend the 14th annual Motorcycle Riders Foun-
dation "Meeting of the Minds" in Indianapolis,
Indiana, September 25-27, as a guest of ABATE of
Alaska. I was basically interested in what was
happening in biker political circles which might
effect 3-wheelers, and to offer feedback from the
perspective of a sidecarist. Copies of the SSP
information packet were made available to partici-
pants.

One big reason for attending the MRF confer-
ence was to make contact with European rights
advocates who were in attendance. In the event you
were not aware, the US Government signed agree-
ments in June, 1998 to conform to "Global
Harmonisation standards"

You might think that "Global Harmon-isation"
is just getting everyone around the world to use
metric bolts, or to arrive at worldwide standards for
tail light lenses or anti-freeze. But the automobile
manufacturers and government bureaucrats would
like to take it a lot farther than that, and I'll guaran-
tee that you're not going to like what's happening.

What Global Harmonisation means is stan-
dardizing not just motor vehicle parts, but agreeing
to various philosophies about how vehicles are
used, maintained, and disposed of, how highways
are designed, and how far to take vehicle safety.
And we're not just talking "some day' here, we're
talking agreements which have already been signed.

While we've been enjoying our freedoms, the
Europeans have been getting organized, with the
blessing of the US government. After all, the

European Community is the U.S.'s largest invest-
ment partner and second largest trading partner.
Vehicle committees have been meeting around the
world, planning how motor vehicles should be
built, used, and recycled. European motorcyclists
have been struggling to be heard over the din of the
automobile representatives and politicians.

One example: Automobile dominated safety
committees are now considering "Vision Zero", or
the goal of zero deaths and serious injuries from
road accidents. The Swedish originators have
already admitted that motorcycles are not compat-
ible with the theory, and are suggesting that motor-
cycles be banned entirely.

So who cares if the Swedes want motorcycles
banned from public roads? Well, consider that the
head of the U.S. NHTSA has stated, "The opportu-
nity here (in Global Harmonisation) is to improve
safety by finding the best practices among nations,
and speeding them to the American public." Uh
Oh!

New European vehicle standards include "End
of Life" rules (you can't rebuild a vehicle), Intelli-
gent Transport Systems (electronic control of
vehicles

from the roadway, Legal Protection of Designs
(you can't buy a replacement part except from the
original manufacturer), and mandatory leg protec-
tors and airbags for motorcyclists.

If it isn't obvious, the US auto industry and the
federal NHTSA don't know much or care much
about motorcycles, let alone sidecars. It isn't just
that some folks (like those Vision Zero Swedes) are
actively suggesting that bikes be banned, it's that
hardly anyone is looking out for the interests of
motorcyclists, and even fanatical motorcyclist
rights people often don't remember about 3-
wheeled motorcycles.

If this stuff makes the hair on the back of your
neck bristle, at least get a little more information.
The MRF publishes "white papers which include
presentations made at their conferences, as well as
other pertinent topics. Contact the MRF at (202)
546-0983 or www.mrf.org.
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Coming Events
January 1, 1999, Polar Bear Run, sign up noon at Harley-Davidson of Crete, Illinois, 1048 Main St.

Info: N.I.S. (815)478-5609.

January 9-10. 1999, Mt. Lassen Snow Trip on Hwy 36. Info: Sierra Pacific Sidecarists, 390 Hallson
Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. (408)336-2476.

February. Brass Monkey? Info: (502)883-8275. (805)945-2397.

March 1, 1999, 6th Annual Indian & Classic American Iron Daytona Rally. Info: Klassix Auto Mu-
seum, (904)252-3800.

March 3, 1999, 2nd Annual British & European Daytona Bike Rally. Info: Klassix Auto Museum,
(904)252-3800.

March 5, 1999, 3rd Annual Classic & Custom Japanese Daytona Bike Rally. Info: Klassix Auto
Museum, (904)252-3800.

July 30 - August 2, 1999, 1999 Canadian Sidecar Owners Club National Sidecar Rally, Wingham,
Ontario, Canada, near Lake Huron. Info: Corey Wormington, 156 Catherine St., Box 772,
Wingham, Ontario, Canada NOG-2WO. (519)357-3881.

July 8-11, 1999, USCA NATIONAL RALLY hosted by the Georgia Sidecar Club at Bald Mountain
Park Campground, Hiawassee, Georgia. Info: Bill (770)979-2589, 1300 Compton Woods Dr.,
Loganville, GA 30249, Eddie (706)654-2648.

CYCLE WORLD Shows
January 1-3, 1999, CYCLE WORLD International Motorcycle Show, Washington State Convention

& Trade Center, Seattle, Washington.
Other CYCLE WORLD Shows

January 15-17; New York

January 29-31; Cleveland

February 5-?; Chicago

February 12-14; Minnapolis

February 19-21; Atlanta

March 3-7; Daytona

March 12-14; St. Louis

Groups of 20 or more call for discount info; Team Powersports, 1-800-854-3112. AMA discounts
for card-carrying members.
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form, regularly found on page 38, or
make a copy of it.

Using the ad form gives an ad 150 charac-
ters and spaces, and the advertiser name, address
and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:

1982 Vetter Terraplane sidecar, less than 1K,
stored for years, black like new, must sell,
$2,500.00 OBO. Roy Hamley, 1119 Graybar
Lane, Nashville, TN 37204. (615)269-3849

Velorex sidecar model 700S, black and silver
with brakes and all mounting Hdwe. Incl.
motorcycle sub frame, good condition,
$850.00 presently on BMW R75/5. Fred
Tucker, 4204 So. Hwy A1A, Melbourne
Beach, FL 32951. (407)676-4877.

1995 BMW K1100LT with Hedingham sidecar
(wide), 21,000 miles, Unit leading link fork,
$16,000.00 firm. Ed Johnson, 703 First St.,
Manhattan, IL 60442. (815)478-5609.

New 96 Honda Asp w/Watsonian Cambridge (dbl
wide) EZ Steer„ aux tank, CB, back rest,
driver boards, 15 in. rear wheel w/car tire,
asking $21,500.00. Carl Schantz, 3416 Stone-
wall Dr., Kennesaw, GA 30152. (770)974-
3421.

Hannigan 2+2 sidecar, electric camber control,
brakes, color matched to 90 Carmel Blue
Goldwing. NE Ohio. Don Smedley, 2583 Oak
Hill, Wooster, OH 44691. (330)262-7335.

1938 Steib 500S car with 1968 R60/2. 12,500
original miles on machine. Black. 1994 USCA
National winner. $4,900. Rod Duncan, 10744
Wilson Road, Indianapolis, IN 46278. (317)
299-2055 days or evenings.

Wanted:
Sidecar, double wide only, any condition. Dennis

Magnuson, 1638 Michigan Ave., So. Milwau-
kee, WI 53172. (414)768-7262.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
Velorex 562 Sidecar with universal mounting

bracket, black - great starter hack. $850. e-
mail cottonlilisis.atmos .colostate.edu. Will-
iam Cotton, P.O. Box 74, Bellvue, CO 80512.
(970)482-6874.

1985 Moto Guzzi Cal.II Convert, Velorex 562,
Windjammer Guzzi bags & box, 16,000 mi.,
new tires, all original, good condition, runs
good, looks good, $5,000.00. Charles Gott,
8493 Hwy 201N, Mtn. Home, AR 72653.
(870)425-0069.

1985 Honda GW Intst California I s/c (lrg s/c
wheel), Ldn Lnk, Prog. rear, custom s/c frame,
stator rplcd, new rear mic whl, extras, $5,500
OBO. Mary A. Wiedl, 4404 NE Wygant,
Portland, OR 97218. (503)2818528.
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Classified Form
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Bookshop
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